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BRUSHLESS TACI-IOMETER/SYNCHRO 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets I: ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to magnetic position 
and/or velocity sensing devices, and in particular to 
tachometer generators and synchros. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The position and control of rotational machinery 
typically requires monitoring both the rotational posi 
tion as well as the rotational velocity. These measure 
ments are usually provided by separate tachometers and 
synchro sensing elements. The connection of multiple 
shaft monitoring devices requires complex and failure 
prone mechanical assemblies, which of course increase 
cost and dif?culty of installation while reducing reli 
ability. 

Furthermore, tachometers and synchros typically 
comprise a rotatable armature having electrical signals 
produced by or required for energization of the arma 
ture. The electrical signals on the armature must be 
transferred by an electrical or a mechanical means, such 
as slip rings or a transformer assembly. This additional 
structure further decreases reliability and increases 
costs. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The generator according to the present invention 
provides both a tachometer output signal proportional 
to the rotational velocity and direction, and a synchro 
output signal in a single structure. The generator further 
requires no electrical or mechanical transfer or signals 
either to or from the rotor or armature element. The 
resulting apparatus provides substantial improvement in 
cost, size, and reliability of the entire generator appara 
tus. 
The generator of the present invention comprises a 

passive magnetic armature rotatable within a circumfer 
ential stator element, which includes both the magnetic 
exciter elements and the magnetic sense windings 
wound in orthogonal relationship thereon. Further 
more, the sense windings comprise a plurality of wind 
ings arranged in a polyphase spacing, and the stator is 
energized to produce a DC and a high frequency AC 
?ux ?eld. The sense windings produce a high frequency 
AC synchro output signal, the phase of which, relative 
to the frequency at which the stator elements are ex 
cited, corresponds to the angular displacement of the 
rotor within the stator assembly. The phase information 
is digitally detected and in the preferred embodiment, 
decoded to provide standard open collector Hall-effect 
output signals. Alternately, the synchro output signal 
may be encoded to other signal formats, as desired. 
Moreover, the detected phase signals are logically com 
bined to provide a commutation signal, whereupon 
velocity components of the sense winding signals, after 
separation from the synchro signals, are serially selected 
to produce a continuous tachometer voltage corre 
sponding to the shaft angular velocity and direction. 

In one embodiment, the magnetic excitation is pro 
vided by a combination of a permanent magnet for the 
DC ?eld, and an electromagnet for the high frequency 
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2 
AC ?eld, wound circumferentially around a toroidal or 
annular magnet structure of rectangular cross-section. 
The annular structure comprises a plurality of radially 
inward directed pole elements. The pole elements com 
prise at least two magnetic planes of opposite polarity 
within the annular structure, wherein each plane of the 
radial pole elements have a common or uniform mag 
netic polarity. Different magnetic polarity of each ra 
dial pole element is observed in the axial direction of the 
annular magnet structure. The magnetic structure is 
therefore excited at a high-frequency rate, as well as 
with the constant field of the permanent magnet. The 
plurality of sense windings surrounding the pole pieces, 
produce composite sense signals wherein each compos 
ite sense signal includes a high-frequency component at 
the excitation frequency, and a component correspond 
ing directly to the rotor motion through the constant 
magnetic of the DC or permanent magnet. The compo 
nents are separated and processed by appropriate signal 
conditioning networks to produce the respective ta 
chometer and synchro output signals. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

These and other features of the present embodiment 
can be better understood by reading the following de 
tailed description, taken together with the drawing, 
wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the apparatus accord 

ing to the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is an exploded view of the apparatus of FIG. 

1; 
FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view of the apparatus of 

FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4A is an axial view the stator structure; 
FIG. 4B is a cross-sectional view of the stator mag 

netic assembly structure; 
FIG. 5A is an axial view of the rotor in a ?rst posi 

tion; 
FIG. 5B is a side view of the rotor in a ?rst position; 
FIG. 5C is an axial view of the rotor in a second 

position; 
FIG. 5D is a side view of the rotor in a second view; 
FIG. 6 is a schematic representation of the magnetic 

structure, one phase of the sensor winding, and rotor 
surface pro?le according to the present invention; 
FIG. 7 is a schematic drawing, partially in perspec 

tive, showing one phase of the sensor windings, mag 
netic structure, and rotor assembly in physical relation 
ship; 
FIG. 8 is a three-phase winding diagram; _ 
FIG. 9 is a block diagram of the tachometer/synchro 

according to the present invention; 
FIG. 10 is a family of voltage waveforms correspond 

ing to signals of FIG. 9; and 
FIGS. 11 and 12 are schematic diagrams showing 

details of the block elements of FIG. 9. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

The combination tachometer/synchro 50 is shown in 
perspective in FIG. 1 in exploded view in FIG. 2, and in 
a cutaway view of FIG. 3, showing the synchro mount 
ing feature which facilitates setting the phase relation 
ship with the associated brushless DC motor. The hous 
ing 52 encloses the elements which include a magnetic 
stator structure 54 and a circumferential cylinder 56 of 
magnetic material. The leads of the stator 54 windings 
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58 are attached to a terminal plate 60 retained by the 
housing 52. A rotor 62 of a particular design, discussed 
below, is rotatable within the armature 54, and is con 
nected to the equipment shaft 66 by bushing 64. 
The stator assembly 54 is shown in greater detail in 

FIGS. 4A and 4B. The stator assembly 54 comprises 
two layers of planar magnetic material 70 and 72 sepa 
rated by a nonmagnetic spacing material 74. The dimen 
sions of the elements are chosen to provide the desired 
flux concentration, flux path, and leakage paths as de 
sired. The stator assembly 54 comprises a plurality of 
radially inward directed pole pieces 76, wherein each 
pole piece 76 of each layer 70 and 72 are overlaying in 
substantial axial alignment, to permit electrical wind 
ings to extend therebetween. The central area 78 is 
dimensioned to receive the rotor 62, discussed below. 
One embodiment of the rotor 62A, according to one 

embodiment of the present invention, is shown in FIGS. 
SA-SD. The axial view of the rotor is shown in FIGS. 
5A and 5C, representing the rotor in two orthogonal 
rotational positions. The corresponding side views of 
the rotors are shown in FIGS. 58 and 5!), providing the 
pro?le of the rotor 62A. According to the present in 
vention, the dimensions 80 and 82 shown in FIG. 2 
correspond to the rotor axial dimensions 82A and 82B, 
whereupon the rotor 62A, when axially rotated within 
the stator as shown in FIG. 3, alternately substantially 
confront either the ?rst layer 70 or the second layer 72 
of the two-layer magnetic assembly 54. The transition 
region 84 comprises a circumferential distance equal to 
the distance between the pole pieces 76, to provide a 
desired magnetic skew of one pole piece pitch with a 
helical transition. 
A further representation between the pro?le of the 

core 62 and the magnetic stator 54 is shown in FIG. 6. 
The pro?le 90, representing the coupling of the mag 
netic ?eld to the pole pieces 76A, show the relative 
spacing and the corresponding variation at magnetic 
?eld provided. The transitions or skew region 84 corre 
sponds to a signle pole piece spacing between adjacent 
poles, and a period of constant rotor pro?le, and corre 
sponding constantly increasing magnetic ?eld 86 and 88 
are shown as having a duration of two pole piece inter 
vals. The magnetic pole piece representations 76 and 
76A are numbered sequentially 1-12 to demonstrate the 
correspondence between this linear representation and 
the actual annular or toroidal structure of rectangular 
cross-section of FIG. 4A. Also shown in FIG. 6 is a 
single phase of one of the three sensor windings, show 
ing the alternating directions, to provide the desired 
sensed ?eld signals. Typically, each phase winding 92, 
grouped together in offset groups of three, with wind 
ing 94 and 96 proceeds alternately in a clockwise and 
counterclockwise direction above the pole pieces, to 
provide additive polarity of the induced flux changes. 
The remaining phase sense windings 94 and 96 maintain 
the winding pattern as shown by sense winding 92, but 
are offset by an additional single pole piece, as shown in 
FIG. 8. 
A simpli?ed representation of the above-discussed 
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rotor 62, stator 54, pole pieces 76, and single-phase . 
winding 92 is shown in FIG. 7. A complete winding 
diagram of the tachometer/synchro according to the 
present invention is shown in FIG. 8, showing the 
three-phase windings 92, 94, and 96, together with the 
12 pole pieces 76. 
The block diagram 100 of the system according to the 

present invention is shown in FIG. 9 and related signal 
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4 
waveforms are shown in FIG. 10. The ?eld coil 102 is 
wound about the stator assembly 54, surrounding the 
nonmagnetic space material 74, and residing between 
the magnetic layer 72 and 70, oppositely magnetically 
energize the pole pieces to thereby form complemen 
tary north and south poles within each and every pole 
piece 76. The ?eld exciting winding 102 receives a com 
posite signal, including both an alternating and a DC 
signal from an oscillator and ?eld driver element 104, or 
preferably as discussed with reference to FIG. 12, an 
alternating ?eld alone, also providing a strobe signal 
and lead 180 from the strobe generator 106, for use in 
subsequent synchronous signal decoding, discussed 
below. A permanent magnet is used for element 56 to 
provide a constant flux ?eld. The sense windings 92, 94, 
and 96, and the common (or midpoint), are each con 
nected to a lowpass ?lter 108 and a highpass ?lter 110 to 
separate the detected signal components. According to 
the present invention, the communication signals H0, 
H1, and H; at leads 120 are generated by ?rst removing 
the low-frequency components by the highpass ?lter 
110, which excludes the signals substantially below the 
oscillator 104 excitation frequency. The waveforms 
13B, 140, and 142 are shown for explanation, being the 
phase-sensitive demodulated product of the high-fre 
quency sense signals and the exciting oscillator (104) 
frequency, wherein each waveform is representative of 
the envelope amplitude of the high-frequency sense 
signal. The phase is represented by either or positive or 
negative polarity. The signals from the ?lter 110 are 
digitized by zero-crossing detector 112 which produce 
three output signals corresponding to limit the ampli 
tude of each of the three high-frequency sense winding 
signals. The resulting signals are received by a digital 
detector and logic element 114, which compares the 
three signals with the phase of the strobe generator 106 
output, producing three separate output signals, each 
having a binary state indicating whether the detected 
high-frequency signals are in phase or out of phase with 
the strobe generator 106 output signal. The resulting 
output signals are received by a plurality of drive tran 
sistors in the driver circuit 116, having an open collec 
tor output on each of the line outputs provided. Ac 
cordingly, the three output signals have a Hall-effect 
equivalent output, corresponding to the H0, H1, and H2 
output signals show as 114, 146, and 148, respectively, 
in FIG. 10. Of special interest for this invention is the 
use of this device on brushless DC motors, comprising 
a three-phase stator and a permanent magnet rotor. The 
three Hall-effect outputs from the device of this inven 
tion and then usable for signalling the required switch 
ing points of the drive ampli?er for the brushless DC 
motor of the same number of poles and phases. This 
feature eliminates the need for a separate signal trans 
ducer otherwise required for that purpose. However, 
the present invention may also decode or encode the 
synchro output to any code desired with the appropri 
ate digital logic. 
The lowpass filter 108, rejecting the signals at the 

oscillator 104 frequency, typically 15 KHz, passes sub 
stantially only the back EMF signals generated by the 
sense windings, 92, 94, and 96, while passing through a 
constant or DC ?eld. According to the present inven 
tion, the signals produced by each sensor winding com 
prises a portion corresponding directly with the rota 
tional velocity through the magnetic ?eld, wherein the 
duration of the constant signal portion of each of the 
three sense windings is extended to be contiguous, 
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whereupon a single continuous signal, throughout the 
rotation of the rotor 62 within the stator 54, is produced 
by selective commutation of the sense winding signals. 
The lowpass ?lter produces three signals from which 
the period of constant amplitude, shown as sections 132, 
134, and 136 in FIG. 10, is chosen by FET switch ele 
ment 122. The constant velocity related waveform sec 
tions 132, 134, and 136 occur twice per revolution in a 
four-pole con?guration as shown for rotor 62. The 
commutation signals necessary for selection of the con 
stant region of the sense winding signals is provided by 
the digital logic element 114, discussed above. In partic 
ular, the commutation signals are similar to the Hall 
effect output signals 120 transitions, discussed below, 
although with a separate logic. The resulting tachome 
ter voltage, from FET switches 122, is received by a 
buffer ampli?er 124, also including additional lowpass 
?lter to remove additional noise and error signals. As a 
result, the output signal is a DC voltage corresponding 
to the rotational velocity of the rotor 62. 
A detailed schematic diagram of the system 100 ac 

cording to the present invention is shown in FIGS. 11 
and 12. The sensor windings 92, 94 and 96 are received 
by the highpass and lowpass ?lters 110 and 108, respec 
tively. The highpass and lowpass ?lter roll-off points 
coincide, typically being approximately 3 KHz, and the 
excitation oscillator 104 frequency is typically 15 KHz. 
The highpass ?lter comprises a two-pole RC highpass 
?lter, having the elements shown by elements 152, 154, 
156, and 158. The ?lter elements and characteristics are 
identical for the three sense windings; the remaining 
two phases are therefore not discussed. Correspond 
ingly, the lowpass ?lter comprises values exempli?ed 
by element 162 and capacitor 164, followed by a voltage 
follower ampli?er 166, forming a single-pole RC low 
pass ?lter. The highpass ?lter output signals are re 
ceived by the zero-crossing detector 112, including 
three =A 311 comparator elements, of several manu 
facturers, having a slight amount of hysteresis added. as 
shown by feedlock elements 172, 174, and 176, con 
nected around the comparator 170. The remaining two 
phases are identical and therefore are not discussed. The 
binary high-frequency output signals are ?rst digitally 
synchronously detected by three D-type ?ip-flops rela 
tive to the strobe signal 180, produced by the strobe 
generator 106, discussed elsewhere, wherein the high 
frequency signals from the zero crossing detector 112 
are received by the data input, and the strobe signal 180 
provides the clock signal. The resulting ftp-flop 182, 
184, or 186 output states correspond to the relative 
phase relationship between the strobe signal 180 and 
each binary high-frequency signal from the zero cross 
ing detector 112. The logic signals produced by ?ip 
?ops 182, 184, and 186 are each received by a single 
open collector driver transistor in the driver section 
116, providing the Hall-effect output signals. 
The ?ip-?op 182, 184, and 186 output signals are also 

received by a 3 to 8 decoder 190, whose outputs are 
combined by NOR gates 192, 194, and 196. The lowJre 
quency signals from the lowpass ?lter 108 are selected 
by the FET switches 202, 204, and 206 in the switch 
block 122 according to the previously generated com 
mutation signals from the NOR gates 192, 194, and 196, 
discussed above. The commutation signals therefore 
select among the sections 132, 134, and 136 of the sig 
nals produced by the sense windings 92, 94, and 96, after 
having the high-frequency components removed by the 
lowpass ?lter 108. The resulting selected signals are 
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6 
buffered by ampli?er 208, and then received by the 
output buffer ampli?er 124, providing additional gain 
and lowpass ?ltering, having the components shown by 
resistors 212, 214, and 216, as well as capacitors 222 and 
224. The resulting output signal is therefore a DC volt 
age being directly proportional to the rotor 62 rota 
tional velocity. 
The ?eld excitation signals are provided by the oscil 

lator ?eld driver 104, shown in further detail in FIG. 12. 
The oscillator comprises a NAND gate having hystere 
sis, and feedback shown by elements 226 and 228 which 
determine the oscillator frequency, typically 15 KHz. 
The signals are received by a one-shot multivibrator 
230, having a pulse output time period determined by 
resistor 232 and capacitor 234. The output from NAND 
gate oscillator is received by a ?ip-?op 236, producing 
complementary output signals received by driver tran 
sistors 240 and 242, driving the energization coil 102. 
The energization coil 102 can comprise either a single 
winding with or without a center tap, or a double set of 
windings and connected in series as shown in FIG. 12. 
The signal from the flip-flop 136 is also received by a 
NAND gate to produce the strobe signal 106 as used for 
synchronous demodulation, discussed above. 

In the present embodiment, the ?eld 102 has a push 
pull energization, the constant or DC ?eld is provided 
by an external ferrite magnet in place of the return path 
element 56, described above. Alternately, a single wind 
ing having a single drive transistor may- be used wherein 
the composite ?eld is produced by the AC signal and 
DC current offset, and the return path element 56 is a 
magnetic, nonmagnetized material. 
These and other embodiments which may be pro 

duced by those skilled in the art through modi?cation 
and substitution of the disclosed system are within the 
scope of the present invention. Therefore, the present 
invention is not to be limited, except as claimed. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A generator, comprising: 
means for providing a magnetic ?eld including a 

constant ?eld and an alternating ?eld having a 
frequency of alternation; 

means for detecting said magnetic ?eld producing a 
corresponding detected ?eld signal; 

an armature for selectively coupling said magnetic 
?eld according to a physical motion of said arma~ 
ture through a range; and 

output means receiving said detectede ?eld signal and 
producing a tachometer output and a position oup 
tut therefrom. 

2. The generator of claim 1, wherein 
said means for providing a magnetic ?eld includes an 

oscillator for exciting said means for providing a 
magnetic ?eld at said frequency of alternation; and 

said [magnetic] detected ?eld signal includes de 
tected AC and DC ?eld signals corresponding to 
the constant and said alternating ?eld and the 
movement of said armature therethrough. 

3. The generator of claim 2, wherein 
said output means includes 
a phase-sensitive detector receiving said oscillator 

signal and said detected AC ?eld signals and pro 
viding said position output. 

4. The generator of claim 3, wherein 
said position ouptut is a standard Hall-effect equiva 

lent output. 
5. The generator of claim 3, wherein 
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said phase-sensitive detector further produces a com 
mutation signal according to the position of said 
armature relative to said means for providing a 
magnetic ?eld; and 

said output means further includes switch means re 
ceiving said detected DC ?eld signals and said 
commutation signal and producing said tachometer 
output signal. 

6. The generator of claim 5, wherein 
said detected ?eld signal comprises a plurality of 

signals in phase spacing, wherein 
through said range, the amplitude of at least one of 

said [three signals] plurality of signals in phase 
spacing corresponds to the armature motion. 

7. The generator of claim 6, wherein said phase spac 
ing are equal phase spacings. 

8. The generator of claim 6, wherein said plurality of 
[detected ?eld] signals in phase spacing comprises 
three signals to provide a three-phase generator. 

9. The generator of claim 8, wherein 
said detected DC ?eld signals from said three signals 

[from] farm a contiguous signal being directly 
proportional to the velocity of said armature mo 
tion throughout the range of armature motion; and 

said switch means selectively combines said three 
signals to form said tachometer output signal. 

I 0. The generator of claim I wherein said output means 
further includes (1') means for producing a commutation 
signal according to the position of said armature relative to 
said means for providing a magnetic ?eld and (ii) switch 
means receiving a component of said detected ?eld signal 
and said commutation signal and producing said tachome 
ter output signal. 
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8 
II. The generator of claim I wherein said output means 

further includes means to separate said detected ?eld sig 
nal into a DC signal correlated to said constant ?eld and 
an AC signal correlated to said alternating ?eld: 

commutating means receiving said AC signal and gener 
ating said position output signal; 

switch means receiving said position output signal and 
said DC signal to produce said tachometer output 
signal. 

12. A generator comprising 
a stator; 
means for providing a magnetic ?eld associated with 

said stator including a constant ?eld and an alternat 
ing ?eld having a frequency of alternation,‘ 

a brushless rotor movable within said stator to selectively 
couple said constant ?eld and said alternating ?eld 
and generate a composite ?eld signal; 

pickup means associated with said stator to detect said 
composite ?eld signal; 

means to separate said composite ?eld signal into a 
?rst and second ?eld signal; and 

output means including commutator means timed by 
said frequency of alternation and receiving said ?rst 
?eld signal to generate a ?rst output signal correlated 
to the position of said rotor within said stator. 

13. The generator of claim 12 wherein said ?rst ?eld 
signal is correlated to said alternating ?eld, said second 
?eld signal is correlated to said constant ?eld, said output 
means further including switch means receiving said sec 
ond ?eld signal and said ?rst output signal to generate a 
second output signal, said second output signal correlated 
to the velocity of said rotor within said stator. 

. ‘ i t i 
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